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 Completely free from any company-specific firmware or patches, Auto-Tune® Hybrid is the only stand-alone DSP system that
offers advanced real-time processing and seamless MIDI integration for Pro Tools and the industry-leading Auto-Tune® pitch

correction tool. Advanced features Auto-Tune® Hybrid provides more than 2,000 high-quality presets and an intuitive, easy-to-
use GUI with a unique focus on pitch correction (see Features). The result is a more powerful, flexible and faster-to-setup pitch-
correction system for Pro Tools and Avid DSP hardware, including Carbon interfaces, HDX systems and VENUE S6L, offering

tools like: Powerful automation and curve management features to allow for easy setup of an entire mix with a single mouse
click In-depth MIDI mapping to map any instrument in any DAW to any instrument in your DAW Auto-Tune® 8, the new

version of Auto-Tune®, with new features that make Auto-Tune® 8 more accessible to users, plus added flexibility in mapping
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for DAWs with unlimited tracks and custom GUI configurations Auto-Tune® Hybrid Auto-Tune® Hybrid offers many of the
same powerful features of Auto-Tune® 8 and Auto-Tune® 7, such as advanced automation, a unique focus on pitch-correction,

MIDI mapping and high quality presets. Auto-Tune® Hybrid is the ultimate real-time tuning solution for Pro Tools and Avid
DSP hardware, including Carbon interfaces, HDX systems and VENUE S6L Auto-Tune® Hybrid is completely free from any
company-specific firmware or patches and is also the only stand-alone DSP system that offers advanced real-time processing

and seamless MIDI integration for Pro Tools and the industry-leading Auto-Tune® pitch-correction tool. Auto-Tune® Hybrid
provides more than 2,000 high-quality presets and an intuitive, easy-to-use GUI with a unique focus on pitch-correction (see

Features). The result is a more powerful, flexible and faster-to-setup pitch-correction system for Pro Tools and Avid DSP
hardware, including Carbon interfaces, HDX systems and VENUE S6L, offering tools like: Powerful automation and curve

management features to allow for easy setup of f3e1b3768c
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